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ABOUT AIERAA OVERSEAS STUDIES

Aieraa refer to word “Airavat” Airavat (Sanskrit: ऐरावत "belonging to Iravati") is a white elephant
who carries the deity Indra. It is also called 'abhra-Matanga', meaning "elephant of the clouds";
'Naga-malla', meaning "the fighting elephant"; and 'Arkasodara', meaning "brother of the sun".

Aieraa has always believed that every student has the right to dream and accomplish a career.
But, we realized that many aspiring medicine students don’t make it to their dream career in
today’s scenario because of lack of awareness and financial situations.

Thus, at Aieraa, we strive to empower medical aspirants with the right opportunity and
exceptional guidance and support services.

In pursuit of our ambition, we have partnered with the Can Tho Medical University of Vietnam.
In the first phase, Aieraa Overseas Studies will help hundreds of Indian students fulfil their
medical dreams by sending them to Vietnam for the six-year undergraduate medical
programme.



DIRECTORS PROFILE 
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Deepa started her career as a student executive counsellor in 
Vinayaka Mission’sResearch Foundation – Deemed to be University 
(VMRFDU) at Tamil Nadu. Her 16 years of spanning success in this 
department have deepened her understanding, and she was the 
head of the Admission Department in VMRF. She has positioned 
herself as an instrumental part of the astonishing growth that 
VMRF has witnessed in the past decade. She has always believed 
that education is the only tool to change the present and create a 
future. Thus, Ms. Deepa, with her dedicated team, has travelled 
across India all these years, creating awareness on the value of 
education, women education and women empowerment. She has 
helped students of financially unstable backgrounds and rural 
areas pursue their education in India and abroad through career 
counselling, scholarships, acquiring bank loans, and aiding them 
to access the opportunities provided by the government based on 
their interest, need, and merit. With her extensive knowledge, 
experience, and portfolio of accomplishments in the field, Ms.Dee-
pa and her dedicated team are all set to face new challenges in 
medical and engineering education admission in Asian countries in 
the coming decade.

Avinash is a dynamic personality with a vision to provide medical 
education assistance to ambitious students with a dream to 
prove themselves in the field of medicine. He owns a deep 21 
years of experience as an education consultant and in the field of 
academics and administration. He started his career as a consul-
tant for engineering education and moved on to medical educa-
tion. He worked as a prominent consultant for more than 30 
universities
across the country, empowering the lives of thousands of  
students. His counselling and guidance have helped several 
students to proceed with their careers successfully. Avinash’s
will be incomplete if his generous contributions and helping 
attitude towards economically backward students through schol-
arship and counselling support is not mentioned.
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AMBASSADOR OF VIETNAM TO INDIA VISITED
AIERAA OVERSEAS STUDIES HEADQUARTERS
IN CHENNAI

On 15th January, 2023, Aieraa Overseas Studies had the honour of welcoming His Excellency
Mr. Nguyen Thanh Hai, Ambassador of Vietnam to India and Mr. Nguyen Luong Duc, Political
Attaché at our headquarters in Chennai.His Excellency Mr. Nguyen Thanh Hai, Ambassador of
Vietnam to India has been fundamental in developing Indo-Vietnam bilateral relations and has
always worked towards the upliftment of the country keeping the needs of its people in mind.
He has played an instrumental role in our mission to connect Indian students with the medical
universities of Vietnam and it was a privilege for the team of Aieraa Overseas Studies to have
him as a guest.
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EXCLUSIVE SIGNING
CEREMONY
WITH AIERAA

Aieraa Overseas Studies signed an Exclu-
sive Contract with Can Tho University of 
Medicine and Pharmacy to recruit Indian 
students for the academic year 2023-24. 
The contract signing with Can Tho Universi-
ty of Medicine and Pharmacy reinforces 
our mission to work for the welfare of 
Indian students and help all aspiring candi-
dates realise their dreams of pursuing 
MBBS in Vietnam. Aieraa Overseas Studies 
, as envisioned by its directors Ms Deepa 
Ranganathan and Mr. Avinash Kumar, to 
provide medical education to all desirous 
students has achieved this milestone asso-
ciation with CTUMP due to sheer hard work 
and dedication. The directors, Ms Deepa 
and Mr. Avinash, have lea d the team from 
the front to face any challenges one may 
encounter and strived to find appropriate 
solutions for them. Their insights into the 
complexities and fundamentals of interna-
tional associations with different colleges 
have been a guiding light and a source of 
inspiration for many.
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Year wise fees (including)
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03. Invitation Letter

05. Documents Verification

06. Offer Letter
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INDIAN STUDENTS
IN VIETNAM
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FOOD &
ACCOMODATION



SCAN BARCODE


